Issue 229, 14 October 2013

I'm all shook up

With interest rates at levels not seen since Elvis was in the army in 1958, there's really only one way
that term deposits can go and that's up! Today, I look at the data out there showing why the RBA
probably won't cut again, despite a number of economists predicting the contrary.
Also in today's bumper edition of the Switzer Super Report, James Dunn reveals five industrial stocks
under 50 cents to keep an eye on and Geoff Wilson puts the float of the UK's mail service in focus.
Plus seek and you shall find - Greg Fraser checks in with online employment listing website, Seek to
see if they've still got space to grow. And with all the recent controversy around Leighton's, Paul
Rickard looks at whether the stock is still a buy. Also,
We've also got the latest broker ratings, plus in property over the weekend, Sydney reported an 80%
plus clearance rate.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Term deposits will tell you when to dump stocks
by Peter Switzer
The path for term deposits will be a good indicator for
when it will be time to cut your exposure to the stock
market and I suspect that we’re now at the bottom of
the interest rate cycle. So with TDs, there’s only one
way they can go and that’s up, but the critical
questions have to be — when does it start? And so
how do we play them?
Right now, economists I respect such as Westpac’s
Bill Evans and NABs’ Alan Oster have at least one
more cut ahead. My ex-student, chief economist at
Macquarie, Brian Redican, has had two more in train
for a long time and was absolutely on the money
when he jumped on the “RBA has to cut fast and
deep” bandwagon, which I reckon I rolled out of the
stable just before anyone else.
However, I think the cutting is over and, in many
ways, I damn well hope it is! We have been living in
abnormal times, with interest rates at levels not seen
since Elvis was in the army in 1958!
Returning to normality
We have had Aussie consumers save over 10% of
their household disposable income and paying off
their debts like never before. The national
government was desperately unpopular, the budget
deficit was out of control and car dealers have been
offering a never-before seen 0% interest rate, and
business as well as consumer confidence had been
languishing in or around negative territory for years.
We have been living in odd, crazy, mad, bad and
dangerous times — let’s call it abnormal — but now we
are getting more normal. So, it is expected that
interest rats should also approach normality.
Right now, the one-year TD rate is around 3.75%,
while the two-year rate is closer to 4%. I suspect we
would need to see a term deposit rate of 5% before

some shareholders will start thinking it’s time to take
some profit off the table.
And for that to happen, the cash rate would have to
move from its current rate of 2.5% to something like
3.5%, so why and when might that happen?
On why, it’s simple — both the local and global
economies are getting better.
The good news
Let’s sum up the local good news below:
There were 160,793 new dwellings started in
the year to June, the highest annual result in
two years and up 10.7% on the previous year.
The unemployment rate fell from 5.8% to
5.6% in September (from 5.77% to 5.65%).
ANZ job ads rose 0.2% in September — the
first rise since February!
The NAB Business Confidence Index lifted
from 4.1 points to a 42-month high of +12.3
points in September.
Tourist arrivals rose by 2.3% in August, with
tourist departures down 0.1%. There were a
record 712,500 tourists visiting Australia from
China in the past year.
The Westpac/Melbourne Institute Index of
Consumer Confidence fell by 2.3 points
(2.1%) to 108.3 in October, after lifting 4.9
points (4.6%) in September.
The Performance of Services Index rose from
near 5-year lows in September, lifting 8.1
points to 47.1 points. Still, it was the 20th
straight month that the index has been below
50, indicating a contraction of the services
sector.
The official Chinese Purchasing Managers
Index for the services sector rose from 53.9 to
a six month high of 55.4 in September.
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The total value of residential and commercial
building approvals in August hit 30-month
highs and was up 10.1% over the year.
The Performance of Manufacturing Index rose
by 5.3 points to a 2-year high of 51.7 in
September. Any reading above 50 suggests
manufacturing is expanding.
New home sales rose by 3.4% in August after
a 4.7% decline in July.
The RP Data – Rismark Home Value Index of
capital city home prices rose by 1.6% in
September to record highs. Home prices are
up 5.5% on a year ago but prices rose in just
three capital cities in September, which hardly
smacks of a bubble just yet!
Retail trade rose by 0.4% in August, just
above market forecasts.

taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

No more cuts
So above there are loads of reasons why the RBA
probably won’t cut rates again. It smacks of the kind
of data you associate with a more normal economy.
The Big Bank will probably wait for the US Fed to
start tapering, which should push up the greenback
and push our dollar down. However, if our dollar
keeps spiking higher, then the RBA could try one
more cut but it looks like an outside chance, just like
that once mooted Cup Day rate cut.
If you want to start playing the TD game, I’d keep it
short because you’re bound to be rolling into higher
rates next year but it won’t start really hotting up until
2015.
To conclude with the famous quote from Sir John
Templeton: “Bull markets are born on pessimism,
grow on scepticism, mature on optimism, and die on
euphoria.”
The pessimism phase was 2009-10, when many of
you might recall I was optimistic. The scepticism
phase was 2011-12 and optimism took root in 2013.
This is still looking to convert pessimists to the cause,
which should last until 2015. So 2016 should be the
euphoric phase and that’s when term deposits will
start looking damn attractive to lots of currently
committed share players.
Important: This content has been prepared without
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Stocks to watch: Five stocks under 50 cents
by James Dunn
Here are five industrial stocks under 50 cents to put
on your watch list.
Boom Logistics Limited (BOL, 17.5 cents)
Crane and lifting services provider Boom Logistics
was one of the stocks hardest hit by the panic in early
2013 about the effect of a China slowdown on the
service companies that work for the mining and
energy and resources construction sectors.

Boom cleared the decks in the FY13 result, taking
write-offs of $11 million of non-cash asset
impairments, $6.8 million of restructuring costs and
$1.1 million of other one-off costs, and cutting its
workforce by 12%. In August, the company told the
market it thought that the activity slump had bottomed
out: BOL has moved as high as 19 cents last month,
but has settled back at 17.5 cents.
From this point, the consensus of the analysts that
follow Boom is that it will out-perform the market
going forward. The company’s order book is very
robust, having won contracts for the Gorgon LNG
project, two large high-voltage transmission line
construction projects in Queensland and New South
Wales, and supplying cranes for the Solomon Hub
iron ore project in Western Australia.
Adding spice to the situation is news in September
that earth moving equipment company Emeco (EHL)
had received two takeover proposals from private
equity firms. That news has the market speculating
that Boom would also look attractive at these levels –
if not more so. It knocked back a 52-cent-a-share
proposal in 2010 as being short of the market.

From starting 2013 at 26.5 cents, Boom Logistics
slumped to 7 cents in early June, on the way to
announcing a net loss of $2.5 million for the FY13
year compared to a net profit of $19.7 million the
previous year. The sharp pullback in coal-related
work was the major culprit: Boom told the market that
iron ore, copper and LNG demand was still relatively
strong.

There is no dividend on the offing: because there will
only be limited capital expenditure requirements in
FY14, Boom says it will use free cash flow to further
deleverage and then to fund an expected on-market
share buy back.
The consensus target price is 26 cents.
Adacel Technologies Limited (ADA, 48 cents)
Adacel Technologies is a company most people have
probably never heard of, but they should be very glad
of their existence. Adacel is a world leader in
real-time, satellite-based air traffic management
(ATM) automation software, and is also a major
global supplier of air traffic control simulators.
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Corporation provides engineering solutions to the
electrical, information technology, semiconductor,
medical and power utility industries.
A tough business environment saw net profit fall 29%
in FY13, from $9.4 million to $6.7 million, on revenue
that edged up from $103.2 million to $105.3 million.
Legend dealt with a triple whammy of reduced mining
activity, a similar downturn in its NSW and
Queensland power utility customers, and a further
decline in dwelling construction.

Adacel is also a major player in the global market for
voice-activated control systems, across the full
spectrum of aircraft, from the Joint Strike Fighter
speech-driven cockpit to general aviation aircraft and
un-manned aerial vehicles.
In September, Lockheed Martin’s contract with the
US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) for the
Advanced Technologies & Oceanic Procedures
(ATOP) program, was extended for eight years: the
ATOP program has been designed to enhance air
traffic operational efficiency and safety within the vast
US-controlled oceanic air spaces of the Atlantic and
the Pacific. The ATOP system uses Adacel’s Aurora
ATM software: over the eight-year extension, Adacel
expects total revenue of more than US$75 million.
Adacel is also working with Lockheed Martin on its
SkyLine Enterprise advanced ATM system. Lockheed
Martin is hoping to get this system adopted for
Australia’s Airservices/Department of Defence
‘oneSky Australia’ proposal to combine civil and
military air traffic control.
In FY2012, Adacel’s net profit fell 81%, from $4.4
million to $810,000, on revenue that was down by
19%, from $38.6 million to $31.3 million. But some
large orders arrived too late to contribute to revenue,
and the ATOP extension will also be a major boost to
revenue.

Legend has two businesses: the Electrical, Power
and Infrastructure division distributes a range of
branded electrical connectivity products and tools,
cable assemblies, test and measurement instrument,
data and computer room products. Most customers
operate within the electrical wholesale or power
distribution markets.
The Innovative Electrical Solutions division designs,
makes and sells innovative industrial electrical and
electronic products. The company has operations in
Australia, the USA and China.
Legend says its business improved in the second half
of FY13. After cutting its interim dividend by 0.4 cents
to 0.6 cents a share, the final dividend of 1.1 cents a
share matched that of FY12. Total dividends for FY13
were down from 2.1 cents to 1.7 cents, fully franked.
Even if Legend paid that same amount in FY14, that
would equate to a nominal yield of 5.48%, augmented
to 6.66% for an SMSF in accumulation mode and to
7.83% for a fund in pension mode.
Jetset Travelworld (JET, 41 cents)
Travel group Jetset Travelworld has been a major
disappointment in recent years, moving from levels
above $1.50 at the start of 2010 to 41 cents at
present, as its wholesale and corporate businesses
have continued to struggle. But the company is at
least trying to do something about it: Jetset
announced a strategic review in 2012, and that has
come up with some radical proposals.

Legend Corporation (LGD, 31 cents)
IT, power and semiconductor distributor Legend
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The company’s Travelscene American Express,
Jetset, Harvey World Travel and Travelworld brands,
icons of the Australian travel industry, look like
they’re being ditched, with Jetset Travelworld moving
to a single retail brand strategy, with the launch later
this year of a new retail brand, helloworld. The new
brand is a partnership with US online travel giant
Orbitz Worldwide, which will see Jetset Travelworld
using Orbitz’s global technology, and build its
purchasing power and scale.
In FY13, JET tripled its net profit to $16.5 million,
despite revenue falling by 8% to $332.7 million. The
major lowlight of the result was the continued decline
of Jetset’s corporate business, QBT, where turnover
fell 17% because of a downturn in government travel.
But the improved earnings per share allowed the
full-year dividend to be lifted from 1.1 cents to 1.5
cents, fully franked.
The shares have flatlined for more than a year at
current levels. Shareholders will be hoping that the
new brand improves the situation, and that improved
business confidence also provides a shot in the arm
for corporate travel. In the meantime, a 3.66% yield –
which rises to 4.44% in an SMSF in accumulation
mode and 5.22% in pension phase – provides a
buttress.
Gage Roads Brewing (GRB, 25.5 cents)
Fremantle-based Gage Roads – the company is
named for the sea channel off Fremantle that serves
as the parking anchorage for ships waiting to enter
the port – is the only pure brewer listed on the
Australian Securities Exchange (ASX).

Established in 2005 and floated in 2006, Gage Roads
started out as a niche brewer of its own craft beers,
but since 2009, when grocery giant Woolworths
bought just over 25% of the company, it has moved
more to a low-cost strategy of brewing beer and cider
under contract. Much of the production goes to
support Woolworths’ exclusive brands strategy,
under which Gage Roads makes the Sail & Anchor
range, Dry Dock, Clipper Light, and Castaway.
The brewing for Woolworths represents 80% of
GRB’s work. The original contract was for 350,000
cartons a year but that has grown to more than one
million cases.
Other contract customers include Matso’s Broome
Brewery, Two Birds Brewing, McLaren Vale Beer
Company, Duckstein Brewery Margaret River and the
Australian arm of San Miguel. Gage Roads also
brews its own products, including the eponymous
range, Wahoo Premium Ale, Atomic Pale Ale,
Sleeping Giant India Pale Ale and Blue Angel cider.
In FY13, Gage Roads lifted its revenue by 15% to
$22.6 million, and boosted net profit by 72% to
$862,090. Volume increased by 10% to 11 million
litres, with contract brewing more than doubling its
throughput and the company’s proprietary brands
frothing out 35% more than in FY12. There was no
dividend, but it looks as though good things are
brewing at Gage Roads.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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SEEKing the future – a good stock to own
by Greg Fraser
Listed in April 2005 at $2.10, SEEK (SEK) was
something of a novelty to investors, who were familiar
with the brand but less au fait with the financial
substance of the online employment go-to website.
SEEK’s success was attributable to two things that
established it as the incumbent job advertising
benchmark in Australia and its platform for expanding
its footprint into new areas of growth.

text) on a single day. Now, SEEK charges $264 for a
casual ad.
The increase in pricing (yield) has been SEEK’s
biggest contributor to its earnings growth over the last
eight years, with an average increase in yield of 11%
each year. SEEK’s employment advertising revenue
has grown at almost 18% per annum for the last eight
years, and reached $235 million in FY13.

The first was its quirky yet powerful branding that
made it the ‘alternative’ job-advertising platform,
when advertising on the internet was a new-ish
concept. SEEK has cleverly maintained its brand
awareness, without surrendering any of its appeal as
the website has matured over the last decade.
Today, the employment category of classified
advertising is dominated in volume terms by online
ads with nearly 90% share.
The battle for job advertisements has clearly been
won by the online medium, but the second front of
pricing is still evolving.
Better pricing power
Most job ads that appear in print form only, are still
inexplicably more expensive than the online
alternative for an equivalent ad.
Despite this, the broader trend in pricing is for print
prices to decline from historically much higher levels,
while online prices are still climbing from historically
quite cheap amounts.
For example, SEEK’s casual rate for a single job ad
on its website in June 2005 was $135 including GST.
Remember, that advertisement stayed on the website
continuously for 30 days (unlimited text length)
compared to a once-off print ad (priced per line of

Operating earnings for SEEK’s employment
advertising division have grown at about the same
rate as the company has been able to manipulate its
expenses, to maintain a relatively steady margin of
about 55% over that period. That’s impressive and a
telling factor in SEEK’s overall success.
At $141.6 million in FY13, EBITDA from employment
advertising represented almost 60% of group
operating earnings.
Margins could have been much higher, but the
company chose to reinvest its operating cash flow
into better systems, better products and indeed into
other related businesses.
A consequence of the big operating margins was that
SEEK funded the growth of its total business almost
exclusively from its own operating cash flow and with
virtually no reliance on debt.
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The combination of a large, dominant share of a
growing market, together with fantastic margins, high
cash flow, low capital expenditure and capable
management, is what gives SEEK a very high
valuation multiple.
It’s interesting to note that the board last year
doubled the salary of the chief executive, Andrew
Bassat, in exchange for the removal of short-term
bonus incentives. The idea was to provide greater
transparency for shareholders by simplifying the pay
structure. That’s an innovative and constructive
piece of corporate governance that should also
please shareholders.
Old versus new
It is quite amazing to think that Fairfax, once a blue
chip iconic business, was valued by the market at
almost $4 billion in June 2005 (before it acquired
Rural Press in 2007) while SEEK was initially valued
at just over $600 million when it listed at that time.
Today, Fairfax is a mere shadow of its former self
valued by the market at around $1.2 billion while
SEEK is now valued at $3.8 billion.
The value shift has occurred even more dramatically
over the last two years as the print and free-to-air
television companies have suffered injurious declines
in revenue. The following table demonstrates the
change by showing the market value of a selection of
listed media companies in the ‘old media’ category
and the three major online companies:

Seeking the future
The employment advertising division will continue to
provide a significant proportion of SEEK’s earnings
for some time. The company has used its Australian
success to transport the expertise to other countries,
where it is now building internet job sites in places
like Mexico, Brazil, Malaysia and China. There is the
potential to list the subsidiary, Zhaopin, in the latter,
which could release substantial value for SEEK
shareholders but the complexity of that pathway
should not be underestimated.
The education-related businesses SEEK is building,
struggled to gain traction in the early days, but are
beginning to look much more viable. The education
industry will always be subject to political nuances
and regulations, but there is certainly a large and
valuable market to explore.
It is worth noting the effort and muscle that media
companies like News Corporation are putting into the
business of education. This industry is taking a similar
path to healthcare, where there is room for private
investment alongside what is seen as primarily a
public service.
Along the way, SEEK has been canny enough to
enlist the help of other large investors with different
skill sets, such as Macquarie Group. Again, that
seems to be a sign of maturity from the company that
is aware of its limitations.
SEEK has made some mistakes along the way,
without doing any major damage to its reputation or
wellbeing. On balance, it has made many more good
decisions than bad.
It is not a cheap stock, based on standard valuation
metrics with a PE ratio above 20 times FY14
estimated earnings per share, although this is in line
with its online peers. Nor is it a big dividend yield
stock with a net yield sitting around 2.0%.
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9Its attraction lies in its tremendous core business of
online employment advertising, combined with the
potential for its international ventures. The share price
doesn’t reflect much value to the offshore
investments, which is fair, but given the company’s
track record, it becomes a reasonable proposition that
eventually it might.
That is what makes SEEK a good portfolio stock to
own.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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An international buy - UK’s Royal Mail
by Geoff Wilson
Investors have generally done well by buying
companies from governments that move to a
publicly-listed environment. The reasons are:
1. Firstly, the government is politically
incentivised to make investors happy with the
deal, as they are generally voters and those
taxpayers who are selling their assets
cheaply, don’t feel the negative effects of
their side of the deal;
2. Additionally, the government wants to be able
to do more deals in the future and knows that
setting a precedent will ensure an easier
process next time; and
3. Finally, there is the compelling reality that
companies run under private ownership are
operated more efficiently than those owned by
governments. Therefore, a company is likely
to perform better post a float and this isn’t
usually fully priced into the issue price.
Unfortunately for us, these deals don’t happen that
often in Australia. Telstra (T1) was a cracker, CSL
Limited (out of the CSIRO) is one of Australia’s best
performing companies and, more recently, QR
National (now Aurizon Holdings Limited) has also
delivered.
It’s in the mail
Well, for globally focused investors, the fiscal
challenges of the UK Government have delivered a
similar situation to T1. The Royal Mail IPO was priced
at just £3.30, and after just one day of trading last
Friday, had risen 35% to £4.46.
It certainly looked compelling value at the IPO price of
£3.30. While the accounts are a little messy, the
numbers look something like this: historical price
earnings (P/E) ratio circa eight times and forecast
yield of 6% per annum. If we annualise the first

quarter result for the current 2014 year, we get a P/E
around six times. (I have backed out the
transformation costs).
Royal Mail is run by a Canadian woman, Moya
Greene, who has a solid track record, having run
Canadian Post. She delivered aggressive
restructuring and increased productivity during her
tenure in that role. Greene took on the Royal Mail role
a couple of years ago and has been busy focusing on
productivity improvements, having spent over £400m
in “transformation costs”. My view is that any
organisation such as this that has been owned by the
government for hundreds of years has a great deal of
scope for cost cutting and productivity improvement.
The same process at Telstra is still going on.
Let’s go shopping
The business is basically leveraged to two trends: a
gradual contraction in letter volumes and secondly, a
growing parcel delivery business both within the UK
and across Europe. The business therefore is a proxy
for increasing volumes in online shopping (a trend
I’m comfortable with), while traditional letter volumes
will continue to decline.
The outlook for productivity gains over the next few
years and the attractive valuation suggests the stock
could be a good multi-year investment. While the
stock has initially soared beyond the IPO price, in a
pullback, we see value in it at a price of up to £4 per
share.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Leighton’s – just a Fairfax “beat up”
by Paul Rickard
Back on 19 August, when Leighton’s was trading at
$16.52, we wrote:
“The Company is making some good progress on its
(fairly simple) strategy and can demonstrate an
improvement in margin. Noting the risks about the
collection of the underclaims and other difficult
projects, the PE and yield numbers speak for
themselves. It is really a question about whether you
can back management’s guidance about UPAT and
gearing. In the higher risk category, however within a
diversified portfolio, buy for yield.”
Leighton’s subsequently rallied to touch $20.00 on
13 September. You can read our full report here.

What is the risk for Leighton’s shareholders? Well,
perhaps one of the potential lawsuits by other
aggrieved shareholders may be successful, and/or
management time is consumed in defending these
claims and other resultant issues, rather than
focusing on making money for shareholders.
Probable, but my sense is that this story is likely to
fade away and any losses won’t be that material.
And the market reaction? The move down was
severe and rapid – no doubt pushed harder by the
hedge funds going short. The latest ASIC figures
show a jump in short positions, from 4.70% the week
before to 5.86% on Friday, before falling back to
5.15% today. They will cover just as quickly as the
price moves back up.
Bottom line – with the same caveats as last time,
within a diversified portfolio, buy for yield.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

The Fairfax allegations
The Fairfax allegations around bribery and corruption
in their International division are interesting and make
for good copy – but they relate to events in 2010 and
2011. While they are not old news, it is hard to see
how they really reflect on what is going on at
Leighton’s at the moment. It is all about ‘former’
executives and ‘former’ governance issues – this
and the amount of pages devoted to the story is what
makes it a “beat up” by Fairfax.
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Buy, sell, hold – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
Stockbrokers in Australia are awaiting financial
reports from local banks and day-to-day
developments in the US, just like everybody else in
the finance sector. In the meantime, overall activity
has slumped to a virtual standstill. Two sectors that
proved responsible for most changes are banks and
energy stocks, with Woodside Petroleum receiving
both one upgrade and one downgrade, while Santos
received one downgrade. Bank of Queensland
received two downgrades post the release of its
financial results.
One development that might be worth pointing out is
that the number of Sell (and equivalent) ratings for
the eight stockbrokers under FNArena’s daily
coverage has now risen above 19%, not a level I
have witnessed often since we started monitoring this
more than 10 years ago.
In the good books
CSL was upgraded to Buy from Hold by Deustche
Bank. While the Bank thinks the decision to settle the
long-running class action in the US is disappointing,
given the company considers it did nothing wrong, the
recent share price weakness suggests to the broker a
buying opportunity as the fundamentals remain
robust. The rating is upgraded to Buy from Hold,
given the upside potential to the revised price target
of $71.00 (from $69.00).

Woodside Petroleum (WPL) was upgraded to
Overweight from Neutral by JP Morgan, following a
review of its oil price and foreign exchange forecasts.
After visits to LNG sites in Japan and South Korea,
the broker is more bullish about the tightness of
global LNG markets through to 2018. The main
potential beneficiary here is Woodside. The rating has
been upgraded to Overweight from Neutral. The price
target is raised to $39.60 from $39.34.
On the other hand, Credit Suisse downgraded
Woodside to Underperform from neutral. CS analysts
are predicting tougher times for shareholders in the
Australian E&P sector, with key players such as
Woodside, Santos (STO) and Oil Search (OSH) being
faced with natural decline in the output of their
existing sources of production between now and
2020. The analysts have lost a lot of their enthusiasm
for the sector. Further analysis suggests sustainable
dividend yields will be a lot lower than what investors
are currently assuming. On this basis, CS is not
positive on Woodside, as sustainable yields are
poised to disappoint. The rating is downgraded to
Underperform. Price target drops to $35.70 from
$40.00.
Macquarie upgraded Independence Group (IGO) to
Outperform from Neutral. It believes the ramp up of
production at Tropicana will transform the earnings
outlook for Independence. The rating has been
upgraded to Outperform from Neutral. Delivering on
Tropicana and improving cash flow at Jaguar/Bentley
are the two positive catalysts that are expected to
drive the stock in the next six months. The target is
raised to $4.60 from $4.10.
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In the not-so-good books
Bank of Queensland (BOQ) was downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral by Macquarie, and to
Neutral from Buy by UBS, following the release of its
annual results and a strong rally in price in the lead
up to it. The FY13 earnings improvement was centred
on lower impairments and Macquarie expects this to
continue as the Queensland economy recovers. The
broker believes the bank needs to improve its
business model and its strategy will come under
scrutiny in FY14. With the share price rally, the
market has now more than fully priced success, and
Macquarie thinks this is not a certainty as yet. The
result was pre-announced, thus in line, and UBS was
pleased with the quality in the detail. BOQ has been
in “clean up” mode for some time, trying to overcome
a troubled loan book. That clean up accelerated in the
second half, with non-performing loans falling by
20%. An expansion in net interest margin was also
pleasing. BOQ is a “classic” turnaround story, the
broker suggests, albeit a new growth phase will bring
its own challenges.

JP Morgan downgraded Santos to Neutral from
Overweight, following a review of its oil price and
foreign exchange forecasts. After visiting Japan’s
and South Korea’s LNG sites, the broker is more
bullish on the tightness of global LNG markets
through to 2018. While expecting Santos to perform
reasonably well over the coming 12 months, as the
risk profile around delivery of key projects PNG LNG
and GLNG diminishes, the company’s recent strong
performance means the investment proposition is no
longer as compelling to the broker. The rating is
downgraded to Neutral from Overweight and the price
target is reduced to $14.93 from $15.09.

Note: FNArena monitors eight leading stockbrokers
on a daily basis and the tables below are based on
data analysis from the week past. The eight experts
are: BA-Merrill Lynch, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche
Bank, JP Morgan, Macquarie, CIMB (formerly RBS)
and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Sydney reports over 80% clearance rates
by Penny Pryor
My neighbour is selling their house at the moment
and it was open for the first inspection on Saturday.
After seeing the swarm of people who came through
to inspect the place in the 20 or so minutes that the
house was open, it’s easy to believe these surging
auction clearance rates we’re seeing at the moment.
Sydney property continued to sell like hot cakes this
weekend, with APM reporting another 80% plus
clearance rate for the city, out of a solid 716
properties listed. Melbourne wasn’t far behind either,
with 76.1%, but Brisbane continued to lag with just 13
of the 95 properties listed sold (32.5%).
Table 1 – Clearance Rates Weekend 12 October
2013

The NRL grand final last weekend saw a drop in the
number of houses listed in Sydney, but the revised
clearance rate was still strong at 79.3%. The
clearance rate for Brisbane was revised up to 49% for
last weekend, while Adelaide’s initial reading of
77.3% was taken down a disappointing 14% to just
63.3%.

Table 2 – Revised Clearance Rates Weekend 5
October 2013

This time last year, auction clearance rates across
the board were still lacklustre at a combined 46.4%,
according to APM.
Table 3 – Clearance Rates in 2012 – Weekend 13
Oct

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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